Cluster Free Energies from Simple Simulations of Small Numbers of Aggregants: Nucleation of Liquid MTBE from Vapor and Aqueous Phases.
We introduce a global fitting analysis method to obtain free energies of association of noncovalent molecular clusters using equilibrated cluster size distributions from unbiased constant-temperature molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Because the systems simulated are small enough that the law of mass action does not describe the aggregation statistics, the method relies on iteratively determining a set of cluster free energies that, using appropriately weighted sums over all possible partitions of N monomers into clusters, produces the best-fit size distribution. The quality of these fits can be used as an objective measure of self-consistency to optimize the cutoff distance that determines how clusters are defined. To showcase the method, we have simulated a united-atom model of methyl tert-butyl ether (MTBE) in the vapor phase and in explicit water solution over a range of system sizes (up to 95 MTBE in the vapor phase and 60 MTBE in the aqueous phase) and concentrations at 273 K. The resulting size-dependent cluster free energy functions follow a form derived from classical nucleation theory (CNT) quite well over the full range of cluster sizes, although deviations are more pronounced for small cluster sizes. The CNT fit to cluster free energies yielded surface tensions that were in both cases lower than those for the simulated planar interfaces. We use a simple model to derive a condition for minimizing non-ideal effects on cluster size distributions and show that the cutoff distance that yields the best global fit is consistent with this condition.